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Spring 2019 
 
Final project guidelines. 
 
The goal of the final project is to create a resource around verb families that can be a used to 
practice or teach how to pronounce the verbs and to hear the sound patterns in the verbs.  
 
 
During the second half of the course, you will present your project to the class.  
Draft of handout is due one week before you present. 
Final written version is due one week after you present. 
 
There are several stages in this project: 

1) Find all the relevant verbs for the verb roots you have chosen. 
2) Organize those verbs into patterns according to the sound patterns and the 

meanings conveyed. 
3) Prepare an Excel spreadsheet that includes all the words, with the proper coding as 

to what the meanings in the word are. [Template to be provided to the class.] 
4) Prepare a short final report to accompany your project. This will be compiled with the 

rest of the class to create a resource. [2 – 3 pages MAX] 
 
The project should include the following minimum information regarding the pronunciation: 

1) changes in vowels: presence, absence, change in quality, pronunciation  
2) rules for the position of the ’unuhw in resonant glottalization 
3) note about where stress occurs 
4) tips for saying/hearing consonant clusters (sequences of two or more consonants) 
5) any information about syllable structure that is relevant 
6) tips for learning when the order of segments is reversed 

 
You are encouraged to be as creative as you like in what the resource is and how you show 
the patterns with (and across) verbs, as long as you have included all the relevant materials 
and components. A rubric stating how you will be evaluated will be distributed separately. 
 
See sign-up sheet for roots sets.   
 
• LING 432: Work in groups. 
 
• LING 830: Work on your own, or if you want to work in a group, add more roots.  
 
  
  



The square root symbol √ is used to indicate how the root might be stored in memory. 
 
Ex. √lem  look   Su & Donna      
 √kw’she count 
 
Each group/person will do two verbs – one with CVC shape, one with a different shape 
 
1. √lhits’  cut    Rosie & Martina 
 √suwq’ look for 
 
2. √wetth’ knit, weave   Marlene 
 √q’ulq’  tangle 
 
3. √tth’iqw’ punch    Gina 
 √lhumts’ pick 
 
4. √yatl’  rub    Darla 
 √ts’qwa pierce 
 
5. √petl’  feel    Lynsey &  
 √t’um’  pound on, beat drum 
 
6. √yakw’ break, smash  Evangeline 
 √q’pu  gather 
 
7. √shem  dry, smoke   Tammy  
 √qwsu  fall in water 
 
8. √xip’  scratch   Sharon & Donna  
 √sq’e  split 
 
9. √’etth’  wipe    Tracey & Thomas 
 √pqwa  break 
 
10. √q’ep’  tie    Brad & Chris 
 √lukwa break 
 
11. √qwal  say    Rae Anne 
 √tth’xwa wash 
 
12. √shakw’ bathe    Tara 
 √kwun  hold 
 
13.  √qw’aqw club    Kathleen  or peel √lhip 
 √yuqw  burn 
 


